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February 12, 2019 
 

COMMOWEALTH’S ATTORNEY REPORT 
 
Re: Officer Involved Shooting on December 30, 2018 at 702 Norwood St. Lynchburg, VA 
 
 
 The Commonwealth’s Attorney Office for the City of Lynchburg is tasked with the 
determination of whether the use of deadly force by Lynchburg Officer Michael Iazzi on 
December 30, 2018 merited criminal charges.  The purpose of this investigation is not to 
determine the appropriateness of any police policy, procedure, or tactic but solely for the purpose 
of determining if a criminal act was committed in the officer involved shooting at 702 Norwood 
Street. In making our determination, this office reviewed the reports provided by the Virginia 
State Police who were charged with investigating the matter.  The Virginia State Police’s reports 
included: a summary of the investigation by Special Agent James Buzzard, crime scene reports, 
crime scene photographs, interviews with civilian witnesses, interviews with Officer Iazzi and 
other Lynchburg Police Department officers, the CAD (Computer Aided Dispatch) sheets from 
the calls for service, and physical evidence.  After reviewing all of this information, it is clear 
that Officer Iazzi acted in self-defense and in defense of others when he discharged his firearm.  
Based upon the law and the evidence in this matter, it is my opinion that the officer was within 
his legal authority and was justified in the use of deadly force in this situation as it presented 
itself to him.  Therefore, no criminal charges will be brought against Officer Iazzi out of these 
events.   
 
 

Summary of the Facts 
 
 
 On December 30, 2018 at 2:03:12 p.m., Officer Michael Iazzi with the Lynchburg Police 
Department (LPD) was dispatched to 702 Norwood Street for a trespasser who was being 
violent. Officer Iazzi was advised the 911 caller hung up. The officer was advised that the 
address had an officer safety alert related to Malik Andrews.  Dispatch advised the caller called 
back and stated a fight was in progress.  This information exchange occurred within 90 seconds.  
 
 Officer Iazzi’s statement to Special Agent Buzzard of the Virginia State Police indicated 
he received this information from dispatch before his arrival at 702 Norwood Street. He drove an 
LPD marked police cruiser and wore his LPD issued uniform and badge.  He arrived at the scene 
with his LPD cruiser lights on and siren sounding. Just before arrival the information from 
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dispatch changed from a violent trespasser and 911 caller hang up to a fight in progress.  Once 
Iazzi got out of his police cruiser he was approached by an adult individual who told him a 
firearm was involved.  The officer rounded the corner of the house at 700 Norwood Street which 
was next door to 702 Norwood Street.  He saw two men, both with a firearm.  One man held his 
gun pointed in the air.  This man was later identified as Edgar Harvey.  The other man in a tan 
coat held a rifle on his right shoulder.  This man was later identified as Malik Andrews.  When 
the officer first approached the scene, it appeared to him that Andrews was approaching Harvey 
as if he was walking up on Harvey or chasing him.  
 
 Officer Iazzi yelled out to Andrews, “Drop the gun!” Andrews, whose back was to the 
officer, looked back at the officer.  Andrews then turned around to face the officer.  As Andrews 
turned, he turned his rifle toward the officer.  Upon seeing the rifle pointed at him, Officer Iazzi 
who had his LPD issued handgun out and pointed in Andrew’s direction, fired two shots at 
Andrews and moved to cover behind the corner of 700 Norwood Street.  
 
 Officer Iazzi ran around the other side of 700 Norwood Street where he encountered 
Edgar Harvey.  Harvey had his hands up.  When Officer Iazzi’s back up officer arrived, that 
officer placed Harvey into handcuffs.  Officer Iazzi lost sight of Andrews and then took part in 
the maintenance of a perimeter around 702 Norwood Street until Andrews was found on foot 20-
30 minutes later.   
 
 Edgard Harvey was interviewed by Special Agent Buzzard of the Virginia State Police.  
Harvey told the agent that Malik Andrews is his adult son. Andrews did not live with Harvey, his 
wife, and other children. Harvey and his wife, Andrews’ mother, asked Andrews to leave the 
home repeatedly the on the afternoon of December 30, 2018.  Andrews refused to leave, balled 
up his fists and cussed at his parents. Several attempts were made to get Andrews to leave on his 
own.  Based on prior experiences with Andrews and based on the current situation, Harvey felt it 
necessary to arm himself with a 9mm Glock pistol that he owned. Harvey repeatedly asked his 
wife to call the police before the situation escalated.  
 
 While Harvey was outside the home, Andrews came outside and approached the truck 
where Harvey’s other children were located. Harvey feared for the safety of his children so he 
showed Andrews that he was armed by displaying the pistol he had on his person.  When 
Andrews saw Harvey and the gun, Andrews went back inside the home at 702 Norwood Street.  
Harvey followed Andrews inside the home. Andrews was in Harvey’s bedroom where Harvey 
kept a .22 caliber long rifle in the style of an AR (or ArmaLite) rifle.  When Harvey found 
Andrews, Andrews stood beside Harvey’s bedroom dresser and said “yeah I’m gonna F them up 
now, let’s see what happen now.” Harvey asked Andrews “what are you doing with my gun?”  
Andrews ran out of the back door of the home. Harvey told Andrews the police were coming. 
Harvey was not sure if the rifle was loaded or if Andrews knew how to operate it.   
 
 Harvey next saw Andrews go toward the truck again this time with the rifle.  This 
heightened Harvey’s fear as Andrews previously threatened that afternoon that “anyone who 
comes here is going to die.” Andrews said he didn’t care if it was family or the police.  Harvey 
believed the neighbor called the police. Harvey told Andrews “hold on now, I have my pistol.”  
Andrews turned around and aimed the rifle at Harvey. Harvey asked Andrews “why are you 
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acting like this?”  Andrews threatened to shoot Harvey. Harvey then pulled his pistol out and 
pointed it at Andrews as he felt that Andrews would shoot him if the rifle was loaded.  
 
 Andrews had the rifle aimed at Harvey’s face and “pushed up on” Harvey repeatedly.  
When Andrews did this, Harvey backed up. Harvey continued to point his pistol at Andrews.  
Harvey told Andrews to back up. Andrews came toward him again, Harvey backed up. Officer 
Iazzi arrived at this time. Harvey did not hear the siren of the police cruiser.  Harvey saw the 
officer at the end of the driveway of 702 Norwood Street.  The officer yelled, “Put the weapons 
down! Drop the guns right now!”  Harvey shouted, “Officer here is my gun in the air!” Harvey 
did not want to drop his gun near Andrews because Harvey knew his gun was loaded. Harvey 
attempted to back up so that he could drop his gun.  Andrews started to follow Harvey as he 
backed up. Andrews stopped following Harvey, turned, and pointed the rifle in the direction of 
the officer. Right after Andrews turned toward the officer, Harvey heard 2 shots.  
 
 When Harvey heard the shots, he walked around the back side of his van with his gun up 
and hands up.  He saw an officer who told him to drop the gun and get on the ground.  Harvey 
complied and stayed on the ground until an officer placed him into handcuffs.  Harvey saw 
Andrews run around the back of 702 Norwood Street toward 706 Norwood Street.  
 

The statements of Officer Iazzi and Edgar Harvey were corroborated by the body worn 
camera (BWC) footage which showed the following: 

 
Officer Iazzi was the first officer to arrive in the 700 block of Norwood Street at 2:07:18 

p.m. according to the time stamp on his body worn camera.  Officer Iazzi appeared to park his 
cruiser in front of 700 Norwood Street, facing 702 Norwood Street and immediately got out. At 
2:07:24 p.m. Officer Iazzi was approached by what appeared to be a man in the street who 
shouted to the officer, “He got a gun but it’s not loaded.”  Officer Iazzi responded, “Whose got a 
gun?”  At this time a car alarm is triggered that consisted of regular 1 second intervals of loud 
honks from a car horn.  The car horn continued to sound for the next 2 minutes.   
 
 At 2:07:32 p.m. Officer Iazzi shouted “Hey drop the gun right now!”  The man in the 
street said to the officer twice more “it’s not loaded.”  There is no visual display for this part of 
the BWC footage as an object such as the officer’s arm was in front of the lens of the camera.  At 
2:07:37 p.m. Officer Iazzi radioed to dispatch “Code! Code! Code!”  At 2:07:38 p.m. the person 
who was later identified as Malik Andrews is seen on the BWC.  Andrews was on the property 
of 702 Norwood Street at the side of the house and between 20-25 yards away from the officer.  
Officer Iazzi’s shadow can be seen cast on the ground in front of him where it is apparent his 
handgun is drawn and pointed in the direction of Andrews.  Officer Iazzi shouted again, “Drop 
the gun right now!” 
 
 At 2:07:40 p.m. Officer Iazzi shouted, “Drop the…” but his command was stopped short 
by the sound of 2 shots of gunfire.  At this same time Officer Iazzi made his way to the west 
front corner of 700 Norwood Street where he took cover.  Because of the distance between 
Officer Iazzi and Andrews and the short window of time of 2 seconds where Andrews is visible 
on the BWC, it was necessary for the Virginia State Police to enlarge the video frames and 
modify the speed of the video to play at a much slower speed.  These modifications played side 
by side with the full framed video, make the actions and appearance of Malik Andrews clear.  
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During these 2 seconds, Andrews is first seen with his back to the officer.  Andrews turned 
around to his left where it was apparent, he held an object in his hands that had the appearance of 
a long barrel. This object was at the level of Andrews’ lower chest.  As Andrews turned around 
to face the officer, he turned his torso and the rifle he possessed in the same direction as his 
body, toward the officer.  Once Andrew’s left shoulder faced the officer, he pulled the rifle 
around and up toward Officer Iazzi.   
 
 At 2:07:42 p.m. Officer Iazzi called to dispatch “Shots fired! Shots fired!”  A man in the 
background is heard yelling at the officer.  Officer Iazzi ran around the front of 700 Norwood 
Street to the side of the house opposite of 702 Norwood Street. As the officer came around the 
side of 700 Norwood Street, he encountered another man who was later identified as Edgar 
Harvey.  At 2:07:53 p.m. Harvey yelled “Hey!” then he yelled words that were indecipherable on 
the BWC.  What can be made out is Harvey yelled “Gun on the ground right there…Gun right 
there!” Officer Iazzi commanded Harvey, “Get on the ground right now!”  The officer continued 
to keep his gun drawn as Andrews could not be seen.  Harvey indicated that Andrews ran around 
the back of 702 Norwood Street.  At 2:08:34 p.m. Officer Iazzi gave dispatch a description of 
Andrews and stated “I don’t know where he’s at.”  Meanwhile Edgar Harvey was face down on 
the ground.  At 2:09:25 p.m. the car horn stopped.  At 2:09:42 p.m. a back up LPD officer 
arrived.  Officer Iazzi told the officer to cuff Harvey.   
 
 Over 20 minutes after Officer Iazzi’s initial encounter with Malik Andrews, Andrews 
was found by other LPD officers in the area of Amherst Street and Cabell Street.  The rifle was 
not recovered.  
 
  

Legal Analysis 
 
 In a 2018 per curiam opinion, the United States Supreme Court summarized the 
controlling legal standard as to when an officer may use deadly force: 
  

[W]hether an officer has used excessive force “requires careful attention to the facts 
and circumstances of each particular case, including the severity of the crime at 
issue, whether the suspect possess an immediate threat to the safety of the officers 
or others, and whether he is actively resisting arrest or attempting to evade arrest 
by flight. The ‘reasonableness’ of a particular use of force must be judged from the 
perspective of a reasonable officer on the scene, rather than with the 20/20 vision 
of hindsight.  The calculus of reasonableness must embody allowance for the fact 
that police officers are often forced to make split-second judgements – in 
circumstances that are tense, uncertain, and rapidly evolving – about the amount of 
force that is necessary in a particular situation.”  

 
Kisela v. Hughes, 584 U.S. ____ (2018) (quoting Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386, 396 (1989)).  
 
 On December 30, 2018, Officer Iazzi was confronted with a rapidly changing, chaotic, 
and escalating situation. The initial call for service involved a “violent trespasser” and the 911 
caller hung up.  The next message relayed to the officer was that the call changed to a “fight in 
progress.” Within seconds after Officer Iazzi got out of his marked police cruiser he was told by 
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a person in the street that a firearm was involved. Immediately after this the loud and regular 
beeps of a car horn go on for 2 minutes. Eight seconds after the officer was told a firearm was 
involved, the officer is heard yelling “Hey drop the gun right now!” on the BWC footage.  Six 
seconds after the officer’s commands, Malik Andrews can be seen on the BWC footage. Over 
the next 2 seconds Andrews turned his body toward the officer, brought the barrel of the rifle 
around along with his torso until the rifle faced the officer, then pulled the barrel of the rifle up in 
the direction of Officer Iazzi.  At this same time Officer Iazzi is able to yell out another 
command to drop the gun.  The officer’s third attempt to yell the command was stopped short 
when the officer fired his service weapon twice at Andrews.  
 
 Officer Iazzi perception was that he saw a man in a tan coat with a rifle, Andrews, 
pointed at another man, Harvey.  Andrews appear to follow Harvey. The officer commanded that 
the man drop his gun.  Andrews looked at the officer then turned around and pointed his rifle at 
the officer.  Officer Iazzi believed this to be a threat of deadly force against himself and fired 2 
shots at Andrews. 
 
 Officer Iazzi’s perception of the events at the time that they occurred were corroborated 
by a witness on the scene, Edgar Harvey.  Harvey said Andrews had a firearm pointed at Harvey 
and continued to follow Harvey as he tried to back away.  Harvey indicated he could clearly hear 
the officer’s commands to drop the gun. At that time, Andrews stopped following him then 
turned his body and his rifle toward the officer.  After these motions by Andrews, Harvey heard 
the gun shots.   
 
 While any person’s perception of events may not always be accurate, here Officer Iazzi’s 
perception of the unfolding events were supported by the BWC footage and a witness on scene 
who had a clear view of all the events. Based on the law and the substantial evidence in this case, 
it is my opinion that the actions of Officer Michael Iazzi were reasonable, justified, and legal 
under the circumstances presented to him on December 30, 2018. Officer Iazzi’s use of deadly 
force was initiated to protect himself and others from serious bodily injury or death.  No charges 
will be issued against Officer Iazzi for the events of December 30, 2018.  
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